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Abstract

On August 3-4, 2012 I attended a Mayors Innovation Project Meeting in
Eugene, Oregon. This organization invites Mayors from throughout the
country to Learn, Exchange Ideas, Network and Innovate policies that can be
implemented in other communities.

Topics ranged from the benefits of enhanced Bus Rapid Transit, Downtown
Revitalization, Engaging Stakeholders and Density in Residential
Neighborhoods. In many ways, the City of Eugene is the "perfect laboratory"
where problems endemic to most, if not all, cities exist and are being
addressed. It's also testimony of what can happen through collaboration,
hard work and the willingness to make tough policy decisions; it's changed
Eugene into a vibrant community. We also rode on a BRT line and
experienced the benefits of dedicated bus lanes, also walked through
attractive transfer stations; each a model for urban areas including the San
Diego Region.

Eugene also has several major downtown redevelopment projects; an
expanded community college with new facilities and student housing right in
the heart of the city. Other physical improvements we saw on several
walking tours conducted by the Mayor included projects totaling over $100
million in development by transforming empty lots, pits and old outdated
commercial buildings into a sustainable community.

The speakers covering the various topics were all experts in their fields. For
me, the most impressive and enlightened presentation was made by the
principle of Urban3, LLC. Another topical and highly informative presentation
was by Lynn Peterson, the Governor's Sustainable Communities and
Transportation Policy Advisor.

The University of Oregon is also located in Eugene; several of their
professors were panel members and shared significant insight about the
benefit of partnering between a city and their institutions of higher learning.

The Pacific Northwest; Portland, Seattle and now Eugene have been leaders
in many ways on growth rnanaqement and sustainability, the results of these
visionary efforts and plans embodies the sustainable community model that
promotes and supports high quality of life standards.


